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R 
CE TLY the increased atten- Before going into a discussion of the 
tion paid to the operation of characteristics of the new TYPE 377-B 
broadcast circuits at the lowest Low-Frequency Oscillator, it may be 

audible frequencies has created a of interest to outline briefly the theory 
demand for measuring equipment to of its operation so that the necessity 
cover this range. VVith this in view for certain adjustments may be better 
the General Radio Company has appre iated. 
extended the frequency range of its Consider the arn.plifier circuit shown 
TYPE 77 Low-Frequency Oscillator to in Figure I. In accordance with the 
include all frequencies lying between usual tube theory, a small sinusoidal 
2 cvcles and 70 ooo cycles. voltage e0 applied to the grid will 

At the same time that this change be amplified in the customary way, 
"as contemplated it was thought giving rise to a slightly distorted 
desirable to design the new oscillator plate-current wave. Most of the higher 
for use with one particular type of harmonics are filtered out in the tuned 
tube to operate under fixed battery circuit so that the voltage es across 
conditions. In the TYPE 77 Low- the transformer secondary will be 
Frequenc_ Oscillator the choice of essentially sinusoidal. If the resistance 
tubes and their oper�ing points was R is properly chosen, this secondary 
left to the user for the added flexibility voltage can be made exactly equal to 
thereby obtained. In many cases, the applied grid voltage. '¥hen this 
however, the general recommendations has been done, we may connect the 
gi en were not followed; high-power circuit as shown in Figure 2, and 
tube were used with incorrect operat- oscillations will be sustained. The 
ing conditions, and the oscillator was departure of the grid voltage from a 
seriously overloaded with resultant sine wave depends upon the magnitude 
distortion. It was believed that this of the swing and operating point and 
situation could best be avoided by also upon the selectivity of the tuned 
settling on definite operating condi- circuit. Just as in the usual amplifier 
tions, providing an instrument with theory the least distortion will be 
the power level best adapted to the present when the grid-voltage-plate
a erage user, and employing additional current characteristic of the tube is 
amplification if needed in special cases. essentially straight. 
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2 HE GENERAL R DIO XPERIME TER 

F1c RE I. Vacuum-tube amplifier with input 
voltage e0 and output voltage e12 

It has been found that the grid 
current in an oscillator tube provides 
a remarkably simple and accurate 
means for es ti ma ting the amplitude of 
oscillation. For a given grid current, 
we an sa that the grid swing has a 
definite value, regardless of the char
acteristic of the coil and the frequency 
chosen. Hence, if R is adjusted to give 
a predetermined grid current, the g1-id 
will be operating at a given swing, a 
con idera ti on of prime impottance 
when the signal is to suppl an amplifier 
tube. 

For those who ma be interested, a 
brief sketch of the details is given in 
Appendi . The important point to 
be noticed is the close analogy between 
an oscillator of this t pe and a tuned 
amplifier. Further application of this 
analogy can be made to account 
exactly for the waveform obtained 
and for the ariation of frequenc 
with opera ting point, u t this is too 
involved to be of interest. 

The circuit finally adopted for the 
TYPE 377-B Low-Frequency Oscillator 
is shown schematicall in igure 5 
where it will be noticed that this 
follows the outline given abo e. An 
adjustable 100,000-ohm rheostat R 
i used as a feed-back resistance and it 
should be adjusted to gi e a grid 
current of o micro-amperes (as indi
cated on a 0-200 micro-ampere 1neter 
mounted on the panel). The o,ooo
ohm plate-suppl resistance r provides 
a good coupling device and at the 
ani.e time limits the oscillator plate 

current to about 2 milliamperes. In 
., igure :: a tuned-plate oscillator is 
shown. In practice it was found desir
able to use a Hartley circuit for the 
lower end of the range, using the tuned
plate circuit at higher frequencies. 

It will be noticed that the output 
power is taken off a ross a slide-wir 
potentiometer in the plate circuit of 
the last tube. This was done for two 
reasons: to prevent interaction with 
the oscillator tube and to prevent the 
waveform from var. ing exces i ely 
with the output setting. It should be 
noticed that this arrangement makes 
the effective output impedance of the 
oscillator depend upon the potenti
ometer setting. In a few isolated ca es 
(such as measurements on harmonic 
produ tion in non-linear circuits) thi 
is undesirable but for all ordinary 
purposes it cau es no difficulty. Meas
urement on harmonic production and 

FrCURE 2. The amplifier of Figure r becomes 
an o cillator when its input voltage is supplied by 

the output circuit 

allied phenomena require special pre
cautions and no ordinary coupling 
device should be used without a 
careful consideration of its effect on 
the circuit being studi d. In all meas
urements on linear circuits where the 
effect of harmonic flow is of no inter
est, the impedance of the generator 
tube need not be considered; b proper 
connections an source impedance 
from zero to an arbitrarily large value 
can be simulated. This matter i 
treated at length in the ovember is u 
of the Experimenter. 
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FIGURE . Front of panel vie'v 
of TYPE 377-B Low-Frequenc�-
0 cillator. It is mounted in a 

heavy hinged-back cabinet 

Recognizing that the needs of di:ffer
en t users will var somewhat provision 
has been made for using either one or 
two amplifier tubes. If onlv a small 
amount of power is needed and it is 
desired to reduce battery drain to a 
minimum, only one tube need be used; 
the total plate current will then be 
about Io milliamperes. \Yi thou t an. 
change in the circuit, a second tube 
may be added in parallel· in this case 
the plate current will then be about 
16 milliamperes. Typical output 

characteristics for these two cases 
are shown in Figure 6. 

A series of measurements has been 
made with a harmonic analyzer to 
determine the dependence of wave� rm 
on operating conditions. These meas
urements show that the voltage wave 
given b the oscillator tube itself 
contains no harmonic having an am
plitude larger than o. per cent. of the 
fundamental. On the other hand, the 
amplifier has been designed to deliver 
the maximun1 amount of power con-

Frnu RE 4. This photograph 
how the internal construc

tion of the TYPE 377-B 
Low-Frequency Oscillator 
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4 THE GENERAL RADIO ExPERIME TER 

sistent with the usual requirements on 
waveform. Harmonics introduced by 
the amplifier may amount to J per 
cent. of the fundamental. If much 
better waveform is r quired, it is 
necessary to reduce the signal level at 
which the last stage is operating. 
This may be accomplished by substi
tuting a I .o megohm resistance for the 
o. 5 megohm unit in the place marked 
A in Figure 5. This change reduces the 
harmonics to r.o per cent. of the 
fundamental, if the load resistance is 
not less than 8000 ohms. 

The adjustment f the feed-back 
resistance for con tant grid current 
helps to minimize the changes in 
frequency due to operating condition. 
Measurements on ne particular oscil
lator showed that for frequencies in 
the neighborhood of 40 cycles, changes 
in plate battery amounting to 25 per 
cent. made a change in frequency of 
less than o.I per cent. when the feed
back wa read ju ted to give 30 rnicro
ampere . If no adjustment was made, 
the departure was le s than o. per 
cent. If the grid current was allowed 
to depart b Io micro-amperes from 
the rated value, the frequenc drift 
was not more than o. ') per cent. 
Changing the oscillator tube gave rise 

to similar difference . At 25 cycles the 
changes were about twice as large as 
those mentioned (1.e., a maximum of 
about one-tenth of a cycle). 

These figures refer to frequen y 
changes covered b tu bes and opera ting 
points. Ageing effects may be larger 
but they should never exceed J per 
cent. 

APPE TDIX 

Consider the amplifier circuit shown 
in Figure I. Assume a sinusoidal vol
tage eg impressed on the grid. When 
this swing is very small, we ma treat 
the circuit in accordance with the usual 
tube theory, considering the tube a a 
sinusoidal genera tor µe (/ in series with 
a resistance rp, the internal plate im
pedance of the tube. eglecting the 
effect of the shunt resistance r and 
the condenser C * we may write for 

*By the u e of Thevenin's Theorem we may 
eliminate the effect of the parallel re istance r 

and the con den er C by making the ubstitutions, '-(�) d '-(�) · I  µ - ,1+: µ an rv - r+: rv-lwc' 

using these new quantities in place ofµ and r v· 

It will be noticed that this has little effect when 

I 
rP <<r and wC << r. 

112A-TYPE TUBES 

r 
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F1ctrRE 5- Functional chematic diagram for the T\'PE 377-B Low-Frequency 0 cillator 
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FIGURE 6. Power output of the oscillator as a function of load re i tance 

the magnitude of the voltage across the 
secondary, 

n2 Z1 e2=-· ·µe · (1) n1 rp+R+Z1 ° 

Z1 is the impedance ·of the parallel 

circuit, and n2 is the turns ratio of the 
n1 

transformer. Even though some dis
tortion is produced by ariations in 
plate resistance introducing harmonics 
in the plate current, the voltage across 
the tuned circuit Z1 will be ery nearly 
sinusoidal. (Actuall , the harmonic 
at this point can be kept below 0.5 per 
cent.) It is to be noted that for a gi en 
tuned circuit and tubes (i.e., given Z1 
and r P), the secondary voltage can be 
regarded as a function of the coupling 
resistance R. In particular, if Z1 is 
sufficiently high we can choose R in 
such a manner that the secondary 
voltage e2 is equal to the applied grid 
voltage e0• When this has been done we 
may rewrite (1): 

rp+R = (µ :: - 1 )z1• 
Actually, of course, this is not the 

whole stor . In practice the amplitude 
will adjust itself until the dynamic 
plate impedance satisfies the abo e 
equation. B properly choosing R, 
however, we can select any such 
equilibrium position, thereb fixing the 
amplitude. The flow of harmonics out
of-phase with the fundamental will 
introduce a reactive component in the 
plate impedanc� and cause the fre
quency to assume su h a value as to 
give an equal and opposite phase shift 
in the tuned circuit. This phase shift 
will be obtained in the case of a sharply 
resonant circuit by a much smaller 
percentage change in frequency than 
is the case in a broadly tuned circuit. 

The commercial data for the TYPE 
337-B Low-Frequency Oscillator are 
the same as for the old design. Price, 

also, remains unchanged. 
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NOTES ON POvVER �·1EA UREME 1: I 
CO '.IlVIUr ICATIO CIRC IT 

GfJy JOHN D. 

D
ET RMI ING the transmis

sion characteri tics of com
mun1cat1ons apparatus is, like 

all other problems in measurement 
nothing more than the judicious appli
cation of certain standardized defini
tions. A possible difference may be 
claimed in the fact that these quantities 
are defined, for convenience, as the 
logarithm of a ratio where almost 
ever one else would be content to 
talk about the simple arithmetical 
ratio. But to claim special privilege on 
that score would be a most puerile 
form of quibbling. 

This kind of measurement is, after 
all the straightforward application 
of engineering principles. It has a 
technique and a system of definition 
that are peculiar to itself, but so has 
ever specialized business. Yet, when 
for the first time one is confronted with 
the practical aspects of finding out 
how the amount of power o tainable 
from a s stem is affected b changes in 
the circuit conditions, there is, see1n
ingly, an instinctive tendenc. toward 
confu ion. 

The principal difficulties appear be
cause standardized definitions have uot 
been readil a ailable. One has had 
to rel on piecemeal information, and 
it i little onder that there should be 
confu ion when one finds himself 
unable to uncover satisfactory defini
tions and criticize methods. 

vVe have, therefore, prepared these 
notes for the purpose of discussing 
some of the difficulties. The first 
se tion shows that an error n-ia be 
involved in blindly assuming that 

oltage or current ratios may be sub
titut d for power ratios when 1neas

uring attenuation, gain, transmission 

R WFORD 

loss, etc. The second section describes 
two commonly-used methods for mak
ing any generator or oscillator simulate 
a source of power having any im
pedance characteristic. 

I 

The definitions for transmission 
measurements such as various kinds of 
gain, attenuation, and losses have one 
thing in common: the all e press 
in logarithn-iic form, the ratio between 
two amounts of power. When and 
under what conditfon the powers are 
measured is a matter of definition with 
which we shall not n w concern our
selves because we wish to emphasize 
the generalit of the following remarks. 

First, consider the equation defining 
th decibel in terms of the power 
ratio, understanding, meanwhile, that 
our emphasis upon power ratio is 
necessary because the measured q uan
tities deal with power, not be ause one 
unit has been. arbitrarily defined that 
way. V\ e sa. that an two amount 
of power - W1 and W2 in Figure r, 
for example - di ff er by decibels 
where 

W1 = 10 log10 
W2• 

(r) 

Now the equations linking the voltage 
urrent) and power in a power-absorb

ing circuit ar 

where W =ab orbed power 
E =voltage drop 
Z =impedance 
k =power factor 
I= current 

R =effective resistance. 

[ 6 J 
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FIG RE I 

Applying (2) to (r) we find (a) that 
u ing currents, 

I12R1 
N=ro log10 IlRz 

I1 l 
R1 

= 20 log10 -+ ro og10 
R

, 
I2 2 

and that (b) u ing voltages, 
E12Z2k1 E1 

N = ro log10 = 20 log10 
E E22Z1k2 2 

(3a) 

Z2 k1 ( b) +IO log10 -+IO log10 -
k 

. 3 
Z1 2 

This may be ummarized in the 
following simple statement: \i\1hen 
measuring ratios between currents 
and between voltages for expressing 
these transmission characteristics, both 
the nature and the magnitude of the 
impedan es must be taken into ac
count. 

In other words, if you measure the 
currents vou must know the effective 

J 
resistances· if ou measure the volt-' . 
ages, you must know both the effective 
resistance and the reactances of the 
circuits with which you are working. 
If the current or voltage ratios are 
measured without taking into account 
the impedance conditions, current ratio 
measurements will produce an error 

of IO log10 Ri d cibel and voltage 
R2 

ratio measurements will ield an error 
z.7 k1 d . b 1 of Io loglO -=+Io log10 - ec1 e s. 
Z1 k!. 

In this onnection it i worth noting 
that the impedance relations to be 
satisfied are not neces aril. the same 

7 

as those implied .by the phrases ''equal 
impedances" or "match d imped
ances" when specifying the conditions 
for maximum energ transfer or for 
the elimination of reflection losses. 

In order to anticipate protests from 
readers who can, in effect, quote 
Scripture to prove that the quantities 
we have been discussing are based upon 
voltage or current ratios, allow us to 
make the following remarks: 

In recognized text books the use 
of voltage and current ratios is an 
alternative to the use of the power 
ratio, and the impedance conditions 
are implied even if the are not stated 
in so many words. Most of the classi al 
theory of transmission lines and net
works is built up and taught on the 
long-line basis: that is to sa that a 
transmission line, infinite in length 
and with uniformly distributed con
stants, is broken up into ections and 
the behavior of each section studied. 
The impedance at any junction be
tween recurrent sections looking down 
the line toward the re ei vi ng end i 
the. ame as the impedance looking j n to 
the same section at the preceding 
junction. ince the impedances are the 
same, the current ratios and the volt
age ratios are equivalent to the power 
ratio. Because this ratio of input to 
output power happens to be the power 
ratio of greatest interest it is natural 
that the voltage and current ratios 
should be substituted. Here, the imped
ance conditions are implied. 

__ __.__ __ I II It-.-----' 

FIG RE 2 
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Another instance where the imped
ance conditions are implied is that 
where one of the loads is the high
impedance input circuit of a vacuum 
tube . Since the vacuum tube is, to a 
first approximation at least, a voltage
operated device, the power it absorbs 
bears no partic· .. :dar relation to the 
power it delivers. If, however, the power 
in the ·output circuit of the tube is 
measured and compared with the 
power delivered to the same circuit 

with a different applied voltage, the 
power ratio will have its true signifi
cance. Presumably the power in the 
output circuit of the tube is propor
tional to the square of the grid voltage 
and under these conditions , it is 
perfect! y proper to use the voltage 
ratios (see Figure 2). 

'The second part of "Notes on Power 
Measurement in Communication Cir
cuits" will appear in the November 
issue of the E perimenter . 

MISCELLANY 

�y HE EDITOR 

T
H General Radio ompan 
takes pleasure in welcoming Rob
ert F. Field, who j oined it staff 

on October I. Mr. Field recei ed his 
A.B. from Brown Universit in I9o6 
and his A.M. the following ear. He 
taught phy ics and electrical engineer
ing there until i915, leaving to take 
work at Harvard niversity , where he 
was awarded an A.M. in i916. From 
I 9 I 8 until the present, he has been 
teach i ng at the Cruft Laborator which 
offers courses common to both the 
Engineering chool and the Depart
rnen t of Physics at Harvard niver
sity. As Assis tant Professor of Applied 
Ph_ sics, he taught courses in communi-

cation engineering, specializing in elec
trical measu1·emen t . 

With the General Radio Compan_, 
Mr. Field will undertake devel opment 
work on bridges and fundamental 
standards of resistance., inductance 
and capacitance, particularly at high 
frequencie . He will also study the 
appl i cations of ele trical measurements 
to bio-ph ical problems. 

CO T IBUTORS 
Both contributors to this issue of 

the General Radio Experimenter are 
mem hers of the General Radio Com
pany 's Eng i neering Department . 

The General Radio Experimenter is published 
monthly to furnish useful inf orrnation about the 
radio and electrical laboratory apparatus manu
factured by the General Radio Company. It is 
sent without charge to interested persons. Re
quests should be addressed to the 

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY 
CAMBRIDGE A. MASSACHUSETTS 

RUM FORD PRESS 
CONCORD 
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